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Campus growing pains 
Improvements call for temporary lo~s of cooling system 
RENEE LEWIS 
student reporter 
A package ofHersheys Swoops bought 
in the student center melted into a Swoop. 
Staff members working on the second 
floor of the student center sat in front 
of fans. The Harding University Mini 
Mart freezer was empty. 
All are scenarios that occurred on 
campus this week due to the air-condi-
tioning outage in the student center and 
American Heritage Center. 
Danny DeRamus, director of physi-
, cal resources, said the heating and cool-
ing system for that section of campus 
was shut down April 8 to implement 
a mechanical equipment changeover 
from the Heritage to a new building 
constructed between the student center 
and the Heritage. 
Physical resources turned the system 
back on Thursday afternoon. 
DeRamus said the changeover was 
just .another step in the H~ge renova· 
tion. In addition to moyin!{ equipment,. 
physical.i'l:!iici'Urces replaced some olcl'er 
equipment, includingth~air~ 
unit on_top of the student center. 
"The impact for us is we have more 
efficient equipment," DeRamus said •rnw 
biggest benefits will be the electrical 
savings and the noise reduction." 
Although physical resources noti-
fied most departments affected by the 
switch, some did experience un~ 
inconveniences. 
DuetotheabnarmalbeatintheHUMM, 
the convenient store's freezer was not 
working properly. George Strachan, cash 
operations manager, saidAramark did 
not foresee this happening. 
All frozen foods in the freezer and loose 
chocolates were removed from the store 
for the week. Judy Bumpous, Aramark 
cashier, said the packaged chocolates 
remained on shelves during the day. 
At night, however, employees moved 
the chocolate products to a different 
cooler or location. 
''The biggest [hassle] was having to 
move the chocolates in and out of the 
store every day," Bumpous said. 
CHELSEA ROBERSOWiii 
Terry Mason welds pipe sections together in the second-story storage area of the student center 
ARri112. Maintenance C{ews upgraded the afr conditioning unit as part of the American Heritage 
Center remodeling effort. The s!Uc\ent center and Heritage center were without air conditioning 
(or abotrl. seven days. -
After the air conditioning system was 
shut down, fans were used to circulate 
air on the first floor of the student cen· 
ter. As a result, many students did not 
notice a temperature change. 
Staff members and students who 
work on the second floor of the build-
ing did, however, notice a significant 
change. 
Susan Stone, administrative as· 
• sistant in the acadenric advising office 
in student center 222, said she kept a 
positive attitude while enduring the 
heat because she knew the situation 
was temporary. 
"It's oeen warm and stuffy; rvefelt 
sluggisb,"S~~d "'thasn'tbeenbad 
enough thatl wanted to go home." 
D~us said !Jtellhysicalresoun:-
es department attempted to plan the 
changeover for the least i,nconvenient 
time of year. DeRamus said the mild 
weather right now helped the transi· 
tion go smoothly. · 
"We tried to plan this for the least 
amount of disruption po§Sible," DeRa-
1mus said. "Overall, it's been a very suc-
cessful changeover." 
Senior Mandy Hammett did not 
know the change was· going to occur, 
Fonner Attorney GeDeral John .ASh will 
speak at 7:30p.m. "Thursday, AWil-21, in the 
Benson auditorium as part of the American 
Studies Distinguished Lecture se~es. 
Ashcroft will speak on 'Protecting America: 
Leadership in Challenging Times." 
but she felt the temperature change. 
She said Arkansas doesn't have a con-
venient weather season fu accompany 
such changes. · 
"In Arkansas there is no good time 
because the weather fluctuates so much," 
Hammett said. 
Strachan said it's worthwhile to struggle 
through the inconvenience because the 
results will benefit the university. 
''It's inconvenient," Strachan said. ''But 
in the long run, it's for the best." • 
Student reporter Dennis McCarty 
contributed to this story. ' 
Pope John Paul lilies in state April 7 in St. Peter's Basilica. More 
than 4 million people waited in line to pay last respects to the pope. 
Passing of a pope 
HUF students witness 
the papal processional 
JENNIFER ALLEN 
student reporter 
As the wqrld tuned in to TV coverage Aprjl2 of tp.e 
death of Pope John Faulll,<Some students attending 
Hardllg University m Flo.reiice, Italy, traveled to Rome 
to be among the more than four million people who 
eJ~:perienced the historical event firsthand. 
Juniors Emilyanne Dumas and David Ashley said 
their curiosity encouraged them to travel to Rome when 
the pope's illness was announced. Dumas said spend-
ing most of the day April2, in St. Peter's Square prior 
to the pope's death was a memorable experience. 
''It was silent except for prayers, songs and chants," 
Dumas said. "It was really sobering." 
Ashley said he did not see much else going on in 
Rome as people converged on St. Peter's Square. 
''There were about 100,000 people in the square," 
Ashley said. "There were lots of [people praying], light-
ing candles and some were singing." 
Ashley said he and Dumas spent time with a CNN 
reporter who wanted to interview them for a news 
segment. 
"[CNN] wanted to interview us," Ashley said. "But 
when we were about to go on, the 
Vatican released a statement, and 
they ~t th~ live feed from back 
h ome." 
Ashley s·!Ud he and Dumas 
learned of the pope's death as 
t_hey were traveling back to 
Florence. 
"lie died within fhre o:rinutes· 
of us getting on our train." Ash· 
ley said. "As the new:s· spread, a 
hush fell over all the train pas-
sengers". '~ 
"He died within 
five minutes of 
us getting on our 
b'ain. As the news 
spread, a hush fell 
over all the b'ain 
passengers. n 
DAVID ASHLEY, 
JUNIOR 
Dumas said she decided to go 
back t0~e April4 with: juniprs 
J enmter Cox and 144ry ]'bsba, fellow ~ students, 
becaUqe @e wanwd to witness t;he processional 
"'twas axe ally neat experience to l:ie iii the middle 
of history," Dumas said. ''When [the pallbearers] first 
started to move his body, everyone clapped." 
Dumas said the clapping sporadically grew until 
the pope's body was carried into St. Peter's Square. 
She said the things-.she saw and exp_erienced dur-
ing her t;..rqe.l;t ~e Vatican~ always reside in her 
memory., 
"I have pictures of some little girls crying, a man 
praying, and nuns counting their beads," Dumas said. 
''Those pictures will always remain dear to me." 
Ashley said most of the other HUF students had 
already begun free travel and were not in Italy for the 
events. He said people throughout Europe continue to 
pay their respects to the pope, even though two weeks 
have passed since his internment. . 
"I think all of the [HUF students] left Italy [on free 
travel] because they knew how crazy it was going to 
be,'' Ashley said. "Even now, as we travel, when we go 
in churches, there are memorials to John Paul II and 
lines of people waiting to pay their respects." • 
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE 
U.S. citizens required to carry passports 
Administration officials announced April 5 
that Americans will need passports to re-enter 
the United States from Canada, Mexico, Panama 
and Bermuda by 2008. 
This is part of a tightening of U.S. border 
controls in an era of terrorism threats. 
Similarly, Canadians will also have to pres-
ent passports to enter the United States, offi-
cials said. 
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said 
the United States had to take every precau-
tion to screen out "people who want to come in 
to hurt us." 
Rice also said the changes were made after 
consultation with Mexico, Canada and others in 
the Western Hemisphere. 
The announcement specified that U.S. citizens 
will have to show a passport or another valid 
travel document to re-enter the States. 
Greenspan predicts cooling oil prices 
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan 
said Tuesday that world energy markets are 
being strained, but that market forces should 
eventually lead to higher oil inventories and 
help bring prices back down. 
Greenspan said recent record-high oil prices 
had slowed oil-demand growth, although "only 
modestly." 
Slower rising demand and increasing output 
has already led to inventory building, which could 
eventually end the price frenzy. 
At $58 a barrel, prices reached a record that 
has retreated in recent days. Shortly after Greens-
pan spoke, benchmark light crude was trading 
for $56.35 a barrel in New York. 
Threat to eat rabbit brings donations 
Two anonymous East Coast college students 
launched a Web site threatening to eat their pet 
rabbit, Toby, if they do not receive $50,000 in their 
Paypal account on savetoby.com by June 30. 
They have already received more than 
$24,000. 
The Web site includes a brief biography of 
Toby, pictures, a video, Save Toby merchandise 
and possible recipes the students may use to 
cook Toby with if they do not receive their de-
sired amount. 
Salaries increase for college graduates 
Results from CareerBuilder.com's latest survey 
reported April13 that 62 percent of hiring man-
agers plan to recruit recent college graduates in 
2005, ·and one in four say they will be increasing 
starting salaries over those offered in 2004. 
The CareerBuilder.com survey, "College Hir-
ing 2005," was conducted from Feb. 24 to March 
5 and included more than 600 hiring managers 
nationwide. 
"It's a different job market today with more 
promising prospects for college graduates," Matt 
Ferguson, CEO of CareerBuilder.com, said. "Edu-
cated labor is in demand, and 18 percent of hir-
ing managers say they plan to hire a greater 
number of recent college graduates this year 
than they did in 2004." 
FACES IN THE CROWD 
Courtni Lombardo, sophomore 
Hometown: St. Louis, Mo. 
Major: Education major, 
theater minor 
Sneakers or tennis shoes? 
Tennis shoes 
Favorite candy: Milky Way 
D_CB left: ''M:aybe $50?" 
: Weirdest word in English: stoked 
' Dream job: "I want to be a movie star." 
Creative ways you spend your weekend 
nights: ''M:y friend and I like to go to the grave-
yard and talk." 
Last CD you purchased: 'Madonna: the old one 
with 'Vogue' and 'Material Girl. ' I really like the 
'80s songs." 
Source of Caffeine: "Coffee during the day, 
Red Bull at night." 
THIS WEEK www.harding.edu/thebison/ 
TUESDAY 4.19 WEDNESDAY 4.20 THURSDAY 4.21 FRIDAY 4.22 
WEEKLY WINDOW 
CAMPUS IN BRIEF 
Stockstill takes on Spring Sing 
Dr. Mike James, communication 
department chairman, announced 
March 30 that Cindee Stockstill will 
assume the responsibilities of Spring 
Sing producer next year. 
Stockstill, who is producer and 
financial director ofthe fall musical 
and director of the summer dinner 
theater program, will continue her 
current roles. She is replacing Dr. 
Jack Ryan, who is retiring after 32 
years as Spring Sing producer. 
Accreditation continued 
President David Burks received 
official notification Feb. 15 from 
Steve Cow, executive director of 
the Higher Learning Commission, 
that Harding has been granted con-
tinued accreditation. 
The approval states that Harding 
was approved to continue as an ac-
credited institution of higher learning 
and a member of the North Central 
Association. 
Cow said the Commission Board 
had validated the Institutional Ac-
tion Committee's report to continue 
accreditations as well as to adopt 
any new items on the Statement of 
Affiliation Status, such as the on-
line MBA program. The next com-
prehensive visit will be during the 
2014-2015 academic year. 
Ashcroft to speak next week 
Former Attorney General John 
Ashcroft will speak at 7:30p.m. April 
21 in the Benson Auditorium as part 
of the American Studies Institute 
Distinguished Lecture series. 
Ashcroft's speech, "Protecting 
America: Leadership in Challeng-
ing Times," will reflect on lessons he 
learned in government, the promise 
of America, and the challenges and 
opportunities the nation faces. 
Security reaches milestone 
Campus security's Courtesy 
and Security Escorts program hit 
a milestone April 6 when it gave its 
10,000th golf-cart ride. . 
The CASE program, which pro-
vides across-campus transportation 
to students at night, began in October 
to increase safety on campus. 
MADD Dash slated for April23 
The Carmichael Community Cen-
ter will host the 22nd-annual MADD 
Dash at 8 a.m. April23 beginning at 
the corner of South Elm and West 
Crisp street. 
Registration costs $15 in advance 
or $20 the day offor the 5K or 10K 
races. A half-mile fun run is also 
offered. Registration forms are on 
Campus Pipeline and can be turned 
in to Mcinteer 238. 
COMING UP 
4.15 CAB movie, "Finding Never1and," Benson, 
7 and 9 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass 
4.16 National Eggs Benedict Day 
4.16 Bison International Track Meet 
4.16 Bison baseball vs. University of 
Ar1<ansas - Monticello, home, noon 
4.16 CAB ''You Pick the Talenf' Talent show, 
Benson, 8 p.m. 
4.17 Bison baseball vs. University of 
Ar1<ansas - Monticello, home, 1 :30 p.m. 
4.17 Open house for Cathcart,( Kendall, Pattie 
Cobb and Stephens, 6:3u- 8:30 p.m. 
4.19 HUD Cup lntertube Water Polo begins 
4.20 SA petitions due 
4.20 National Pineapple Upside Down Cake Day 
4.21 ASI speaker, John Ashcroft, Benson, 
7:30p.m. 
4.21 National Chocolate-Covered Cashews Day 
4.22 CAB movie, "Phantom of the Opera," 
Benson, 7 and 9 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass 
4.22 Last day to drop classes 
4.23 MADD Dash, Carmichael Center, 8 a.m. 
4.23 Bison baseball vs. Ouachita Baptist, home, 
noon 
4.23 CAB movie, "Phantom of the Opera," 
Benson, 7 and 9 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass 
www.harding.edu/thebison/ 
Senate confirms Carr's 
' 
presidential appoinbnent 
DENNIS McCARTY 
student reporter 
The U.S. Senate confirmed Presi-
dent George W. Bush's nomination 
of Harding University's executive 
vice president March 17 to a four-
year term on the National Security 
Education Board. 
Dr. Jim Carr, who has served 
as the university's vice president 
since 1987, said he is privileged 
to be called to the part-time posi-
tion by the president. Carr said 
he will remain committed to his 
role at the university. 
"I was honored that President 
Bush would ask me to join his ad-
ministrfttion, evep. on a part-time 
assignment like this," Carr said. 
According to the National De-
ferise University Web site, Ndu.edu, 
President George Bush Sr. signed 
the National Security Education 
Act in 1991. The act created the 
National Security Education Pro-
gram and established the NSEB 
to consult with the Secretary of 
Defense on the program's direc-
tion and policies. 
"[The program will] equip 
Americans with an understand-
ing of less commonly taught lan-
guages and cultures and enable 
the nation to remain integrally 
involved in global issues related 
to U.S. National Security," the 
Web site reported. 
Carr said he was not expect-
ing the nomination because he 
had never directly involved him-
self in government and has only 
been semi-active in political cam-
paigns as a volunteer. 
In fact, Carr does not know how 
Bush even knew of him; the White 
House would not tell him how Bush 
received Carr's name for nomina-
tion. Carr said, however, his posi-
tion at Harding may be one of the 
reasons for the nomination. 
''I may have been chosen because 
they recognize Harding's reputa-
tion for academic excellence and 
Harding's interest in international 
issues," Carr said. 
The Senate confirmed Carr by a 
voice vote, an.d then the White House 
informed him of the appointment 
by phone. The board position will 
require Carr to participate in four 
to five annua,l meetings in Wash-
ington, D.C. 
President David Burks said he 
was pleased to hear about the ap-
pointment. 
"This could help Harding, con-
sidering the people he'll meet and 
talk with and the networks that 
can be built," Burks said. • 
Juniors Krista Wells and Jessi Griffin talk with Dr. Thomas Peng and Dr. Jim Carr in the 
American Heritage Center April12. Carr was confirmed to national appointment March 17. 
--------~-------­
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Outthinking the opponents 
Senior Kolby Kuwitzky, sophomore Jason Loy, senior Amanda Brown and sophomore Andrew Ferren, academic team 
members, take on Drs. Dennis Organ, Fred Jewell and Cliff Ganus Ill during a faculty scrimmage quiz bowl in March. The team 
competed against faculty members in an effort to prepare for the Division II National Academic Quiz Tournament April 8-9 in 
New Orleans. At the tournament, the five-member team placed third out of 32 schools, including Yale, Dartmouth and Stanford. 
Only the University of Chicago and the University of Michigan placed higher than Harding. ThE! team, which Drs. Mark Elrod and 
Mike James sponsor, will compete in a national College Bowl
1 
tournament in Seattle April 22-24. 
Ball to encourage unity 
MSAC event designed to bring cultures t~gether 
KATHRYN CHERRY 
student reporter 
In an effort to unite students 
from diverse cultural backgrounds, 
the Multicultural Student Action 
Committee will host its fourth-an-
nual Unity Ball at 7 p.m. Friday 
in the Founders Room. 
Junior Rachel Dona1d event 
coordinator for MSAC, !!aid the 
ball, which js open to the entire 
student bodt and has an Asian 
theme this yea.r, is designed to 
bring together ill cultures rep-
resented at Hard:iilg. 
The univers'ijy holds a 12 to 
15 percent student minority rate, 
according to the office of minor-
ity student services. 
Donald said a Unity Ball King 
and Queen will be selected based 
on a point system. 
r 
Couples can earn points from 
a cultural-knowledge quiz, talent 
show, their Asian-theme dress 
the student body together." 
attire and other games 
at the banquet. 
Donald said she is 
coordinating a dinner 
that will include Asian 
decor and the theme, 
"Amidst the Orient.", 
Butch Gardner, di.rector of 
multicultural student services 
"It is a great way 
to get to know 
people. I hope 
.the Unity Ball this 
year will bring 
the student body 
together." 
and sponsor ofMSAC, 
said an average of 30 
couples have attended 
the ball in years past, 
and he said he antici-
pates a similar number 
this year. 
"My favorite thing 
about the Ball is ev-
etyohe being together, 
dressed up and having 
fun," Donald said. RENADA ROBINSON, 
Gardner said the 
MSAC was established 
in 2000 to bring togeth-
er minority students 
at Harding. 
Senior Renada Rob- SENIOR He said MSAC 
focuses on cultural inson, MSAC member, 
said she first was en-
couraged to participate in the 
ball as a freshman. 
''It is a great way to get to know 
people," Robinson said. "I hope 
the Unity Ball this year will bring 
awareness and at-
tempts to provide entertain-
ment and activities, including 
the Unity Ball, that are more 
appealing to those who are cul-
turally diverse. • 
NEED STORAGE SPACE? 
EZ Mini-STORAGE 
593-1092 
Small or large spaces available 
Month to month lease 
Security lighting and fencing 
Close to campus 
Just ask about our 
STUDENT DISCOUNT! 
593-1092 
300 Froud St. (off Benton Ave.) 
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Declining flight quality 
Research reveals service in airline industry at a law 
REBECCA KING 
student reporter 
According to a study published 
March 14, Jet Blue, Southwest 
and Delta airlines :tanked as the 
top three customer service provid-
ers in the airline industry. 
J.D. Power and Associates pub-
lished the 2005 Airline Satisfaction 
fudex study, which indicated that 
service in the airline industry is at 
an overall low point. ill relation, air-
lines are strUggling to be profitable 
despite rising fuel prices, heightened 
security and airfare competition, ac-
cording to the report. 
Bill Spear, director of travel ser-
vices at Harding, said these issues 
affect passengers. 
'There is a constant war within 
the airline industry," Spear said. 
"A gradual reduction has been ex-
perienced for the travel agency, 
and the consumer side has expe-
rienced many cutbacks. With fuel 
costs and other expenses going up, 
[airlines] have had to downgrade in 
many areas." 
Spear said customers have seen 
cutbacks in areas of convenience. Pil-
lows are no longer available on some 
domestic flights, and the weight of 
luggage allowed has changed from 70 
to 50 pounds. If the weight is more 
than 50 pounds, the consumer has 
to pay an additional fee. 
A USA Today/CNN Gallup Poll, 
published in the April11 edition of 
USA Today, showed that 31 percent 
of air travelers said travel experi-
ence could be made better without 
raising airfare. Common complaints 
by travelers include seat comfort, 
security checkpoint requirements 
and long lines at airports. 
Freshman Diana Carranza, from 
Nicaragua, said she flies Ameri-
can Airlines but has not been im-
pressed with one particular area 
of customer service: food. 
"I have a long flight from Nica-
, ragua to Arkansas," Carranza said. 
"I take three or four airplanes, and 
they just give me drinks and peanuts 
and that's it. It's not good." 
Senior llex Pounders said he 
thinks Delta's increased level of 
customer service may be due to 
the heavy airline competition. 
"[Delta] may offer better ser-
vice because they don't want to 
lose their jobs since cuts have been 
occurring," Pounders said. "' think 
they are just as competitive as other 
top airlines." 
That competition comes with a 
price. An annual study of aviation 
quality compiled from figures re-
leased from the federal Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics released 
April 4 showed airlines generally 
arrived later, lost more luggage and 
caused more customer complaints 
in 2004 than they did in 2003. 
However, the quality of some air-
lines is on the rise. Four of the 14 
major airlines-AirTran, Atlantic 
Southeast, JetBlue and United-
rated in 2003 and 2004 improved, 
according to the report. That's good 
news for the 630 million passengers, 
Harding students included, who 
fly domestically each year. • 
The art of spring 
Freshman Jaclyn Roberts and sophomore Jaclyn Tepe sketch flowers outside 
the art building April 11. The project was assigned in a multimedia drawing class. 
Achninistrative chang~ 
Three outgoing deans replaced 
JILLIAN HICKS 
student reporter 
Students stress at the sight of red 
The Office. of Student Ser-
vices will experience a leader-
ship overhaul this summer when 
three deans step down and three 
new administrators fill their po-
sitions. 
role for Harding's new physician 
assistant program. Mote h~s ac-
cepted a position as athletic di-
rector and head football coach 
at Augusta High School. : 
Shearin, a 1969 Harding gradu-
ate, will replace Huckel:ia, who 
works with female studelits, as 
assistant dean of students. Shearin 
has worked with Harding' Acad-
emy for 18 years and is the cur-
rent dean of elementary, c 
Studies show color associated with signs of negativity 
Brian Bush, Sheri Shearin 
and Stuart Varner will fill Stu-
dent Services positions next year. 
David Collins, curr~""'psist~ 
dean of students, wi:ll ~;ucceE!d 
Dr. Dee Carson, assiStant vice 
president and dean of students, 
who will retire at the end of the 
school year. 
ERIN COOK 
student reporter 
According to an Associated 
Press report, recent psychologi-
cal studies have shown that red 
ink adds a little more stress to 
students' lives. 
This recent finding has some 
principals and teachers blacklist-
ing red ink and turning to hues of 
blue, purple and green for grading, 
according to pen manufacturers. 
The report stated that the color 
red has become a symbol of nega-
tivity in all levels of education and 
is "stressful" to students. 
Some Harding students relate. 
Sophomore Adam Gee said most 
of his professors grade his papers 
and tests with red ink, while only 
a few use black or blue. 
"Red ink is stressful," Gee said. 
"If I see my paper coming down 
the row and I can tell there's red 
on it, I already feel like I messed 
up. I don't even know what it says 
yet, and I feel miserable.'~ 
Senior Taylor Shappleysaid he 
thinks red makes a I>oor grade on 
a paper even worse. 
"If there's a bad grade on a 
paper and it is written in red, it 
just emphasizes that much more 
of the disappointment," Shappley 
said. "We normally think of red in 
negative ways. Blood, stop signs, 
hell and the deVil - all red.'' 
Junior Jared Wilson said other 
colors would help him relax when 
getting back a graded paper. 
"Green or purple would seem 
less threatening," Wilson said. 
Dr. Donny Lee, associate pro-
fessor of education, said he thinks 
students view red as a negative 
color because they have received 
negative feedback with red ink since 
they were in elementary school. 
He said students' feelings are a 
form of classical conditioning over 
time, and not because they asso-
ciate red ink as the sal;ile color of 
negative signs. · · · 
' '1fyou associate with something 
Country Meadows 
Apartweot~t.~· ·. ,{ 
• Swiiru;ning Pool 
•Hot Tub 
• Laundry Room 
• Covered Parking 
I Bedroom 2 Bedroom 
s~oo s~ 75 
Located only 5 minutes from Harding 
(50 1 )268-6296 
909 Holmes Road 
long enough, it~~§ an involun-
tary emotional resp;Qbse," Lee said. 
''I find it's far fetche'd to think red 
[ink] is negative because it is the 
same color as blood." 
Junior Justin Powell said he does 
not think red ink is negative. 
"Personally, red ink doesn't stress 
me out," Powell said. "I look at the 
grade first. Then I decide if it is a 
good or bad thing. The red doesn't 
really make a difference to me." 
Junior Sarah Gregg said that 
no matter what color teachers end 
up using, the marks on papers will 
always have negative effects on 
students. 
''It has to do more with the tra-
dition that red has always been as-
sociated with errors," Gregg said. 
''If we used green all the time, then 
pretty soon green would be seen 
the same way." • 
Collins said he is excited to 
continue the work that Student 
Services has been involved with 
under Carson's leadership. 
"My predecessors have been 
very involved on campus," Collins 
said. "[I] want to continue improv-
ing the campus community." 
Varner, a 1998Hardinggraduate 
and currently a dean of students 
at Freed-Hardeman University, 
will assume the position of associ· 
ate dean of students. Varner said 
he has learned how a Christian 
campus works from his experi-
ence at Freed-Hardeman. 
"[It] takes a special mindset 
to provide for" college students 
in a Christian atmosphere," 
Varner said. 
Peggy Huckeba and Roddy 
Mote, cilrrent assistant deans of 
students, are resigning. Hucke-
ba will fill the academic director 
Dryer Shoes 
·springi Hottest Styles! 
Reef for tttet1 at1d wotttet1, Rocket Pog, ME fOO, 
Artt1e Michelle, Jrot1X, Volatile at1d tttat1y tttore! 
Dryer Shoes 
315 N. Spruce 
Downtown on the Court 
268-8582 
Mon-Sat 9-6 
"'am looki,pg , ork-
ing with yolftlg@ · · they 
are at a ¢ix!fin'ilh here 
they $te>tn · gli!e:aeci.~ons," 
Shearin said. i·· 
Brian Bush, a 2000 aldmnus, 
will replace Mote, who works pri-
marily with male students, as 
assis~ant dean of sttldents:1~ush practices la:w and works wltn the 
Westside Church of Christ's uni-
versity ministry program in Nor-
man, Okla. Bush, the 1999-2000 
Student Association prj~~=nt, 
said his involvement in · · try 
and student government, both at 
Harding and Oklahoma University 
Law School, has helped prepare 
him for his future dean role. 
"My experience ... has sparked 
a desire in me to work with stu-
dents by helping them stay on 
track and growing in their rela-
tionships with God." Bush said. 
"I believe my experience work-
ing in criminal law ... will allow 
me to help students see the con-
sequences of the decisions they 
are making now at thi~ pqint in 
their life." • ·· ; ' 
Come ln. 
Relax. 
ERJov. 
~;.&!Midnight Oil 
CHECKOUT 
ONLINE!! 
www.harding.edu/thebison 
• 
WWN.harding.edu/thebison/ 
A display in the Dryer's Shoes' window features 
the dual-purpose Reef sandals, complete with 
bottle opener in the sole of the shoe. 
Integrating more usage in wearable items is 
evidence of technology's influence on life. 
Junior Trey Bliss shows off his iPod-sized jacket 
pocket, perfect for portable tunes. 
"!Pod pockets are the coolest things since sliced 
· bread," Bliss said. 
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Technological gadgetry influences fashion 
JILLIAN HICKS 
student reporter 
The worlds of fashion and technology are 
comparable as they each constantly undergo 
change and revision. In fashion, trends can 
fade as quickly as they arise, leaving some-
thing new in their place. · 
Technology developed today will bl;l "old 
news' tomorrow. These two ever-evolv-
ing industries now collide, !Jla.king ~ 
dynamic duo. 
Designers are using the most 
advanced fabrics and materials to 
create clothing and scientists are 
integrating garments into their lat-
est developments. 
Junior Nick Eudaly sa.id tec~ol­
ogy was bound to become a part of 
fashion. 
"As far as fashion, people areal-· 
ways l9Qking: fur something new," Eu-.' 
daly said. "Therefore, technology~ 
always progress even though it qiaY, 
not stick." · ' 
Senior Kayla Seaman~ a fashion 
merchandiSing major said she thlnks 
themergingoft.ecbml1ogy and.fashlan 
will be beneficial to people in more 
ways t'ban appea anee. 
"Fashion is beconnng more like 
t~hnology .in that it Is infl;uencing 
the way that,people live " Seaman 
said. • 
Zeroh+ the Italian sungl,ass maker, 
hasr.$eased a line ofsunglasse13 with 
bulletproof lens6!J ~hat sell for up tQ 
$250. Aecordingt,o USA Today. the 
mate rial used in these lenses is the 
same that is used in· cockpit doors 
on airplan~s. . . 
Junior Rachel Hatfield said she sees 
no purpose in such technology. . 
"I think it's a waste of money," 
Hatfield said. 'We've gotten by fine 
this far without it. The day someone 
wants to shoot my eye out, I have 
bigger problems." 
Several jackets with high-tech 
features have also been released 
recently. One of the most advanced 
of these products is a snowboarding 
jacket produced by Infineon Tech-
nologies with two other European 
sportswear retailers. , 
Dataquest's Web site reported that 
the jacket comes equipped with a built-
in microphone, Bluetooth cell phone 
and MP3 player. A fabric keyboard 
and speakers in the corresponding 
helmet are connected to chips through fabric 
tracks built into the jacket. 
Because of the extensive technology used 
to create this garment, the cost is approxi-
mately $630. • 
Sophomore Travis Wisely said he thinks 
this new trend in fashion speaks of America's 
societal values. 
"It's a definite indicator on how depen-
d~nt. we are on technology," Wisely said. "I 
h!l've this jacket from Aeropostale that h~~ a 
po¢.kei with a picture of a cell phone: .When I 
Qbught the jacket, I didn't have a cell phone. 
~ey assume that 'if you're cool enough to own 
these clothes, you're cool enough to have these 
'·gadgets." 
Re_cent technological adv~s also beav-
ily i.Dfluence shoes, from flip-flops to athletic 
fooqvear. Sigerson Morrison, a high-end shoe 
desigller, has begun selling flip-flop sandals 
with kitten heels for $85. These heels are made 
of heavy rubber that Vibram developed. 
Vibram is bes.t known for making rubber 
soles for all-terrain shoes. Tony Post, CEO of 
Vibram, said he thinks high~ quality fashion 
boots will soon be made for commuters who 
trudge through New York's ice and sleet. 
Many developments also have been made in 
the area of athletic shoes. Earlier this month, 
Adidas xeleased the first shoe to be embedded 
wi.t;p a CQ.mputer. 
Erich St.amminger global m.aike'tihg director 
for Adidas said the company ha,s c.reated the 
first intelligent shoe. The shoe is designed to 
adapt to any terrain and support the wearer's 
foot under all circumstances. 
Sophomore Katelyn Kirby, a member of Har-
ding's track team, said despite the $250 price 
tag, the high-tech shoes will be popular. 
"I think that it will be used by highly trained 
athletes because they will invest in anything 
that will make them better," Kirby said. "People 
will pay whatever price for comfort." 
Though the shoe does not yet have mass-
market appeal, Adidas has a showcase for 
their technological capabilities. 
Freshman Abby Howard said the new 
technological capabilities of clothing don't 
izp.press her much. · · 
"Who needs high-tech clothing?" Howard 
said. "Give me Chacos and a pair of jeans and 
I'll be happy." • 
Adldas's new technological invention, the Adldas 
One, changes its sole according to the terrain. A pair 
·of these high-tech sneakers run about $250. 
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Kelcy Salisbury holds on for the required 8 seconds at a qualifying event in July 
2000 in, Interlochen, Mich. Sali~bury, who rode bulls professionally for four years, now 
judges .national competitions for the Professional Bull Riders organization. 
Senior adds I odd job' to resume 
AUSTIN LIGHT 
student reporter 
F
or many students, holding 
down a job while going to 
school is essential for sur-
vival. 
Some may work fast food 
or ret;aR while others take on desk 
jobs at telemarketing companies 
or local offices. 
Few students, however, have a 
job like senior Kelcy Salisbury. 
He's a Professional Bull Rid-
ers judge. 
Growing up as a preacher's 
kid, Salisbury said he .regularly 
moved from places like Zambia 
and Nigeria to Indiana. 
When he was 17, Salisbury met 
a bull rider in Indiana and took 
to riding. His grandfather intro-
duced him to a professional, and 
his career took off. 
''You've got to be a little bit 
cocky to do it," Salisbury said. 
''You've got to think that you're 
. ganization that sponsors about 30 
' major events a year. 
"I wanted to stay around the 
sport, so I started judging," Salis-
bury said. ''You get to be almost 
like family with a lot of guys. The 
best part of judging, other than 
keeping up with the sport, is get-
ting to keep up with friends." 
Salisbury's wife, junior Jenny 
Salisbury, said she is happy he 
can continue to be a part of the 
sport. 
"He might not be able to ride 
anymore, but he still loves the 
sport and [his judging] brings us 
money," Jenny Salisbury said. "' 
appreciate that he can provide and 
do what he loves to do. I'm happy 
he's safe at the sidelines." 
Although he believes judging 
is a great way to stay in contact 
with the PBR, Salisbury said it 
often carries as much of a burden 
as riding. 
"Judging is a lot of pressure," 
Kelcy Salisbury said. "For riders 
bullet proof, but it's 
also humbling. You 
can be the best thing 
one day, and the next 
day be crushed, liter-
ally." 
Over the course of 
four years, Salisbury 
rode bulls in more 
than 30 states. 
''You've got to be 
a little bH cocky to 
do it. You've got to 
at the higher levels, rid-
ing is how they make 
their living. Every call I 
make is going to affect if 
a guy is able to pay his 
bills that month." 
Kelcy Salisbury said 
despite the difficulty, 
he hopes to continue 
judging .as long as he 
think that you're 
bullet proof." 
can. He said he uses Besides staying on 
the bull, Salisbury said 
the most difficult part 
ciflbull riding came from 
witltin. 
KELCY SAUSBURY, his job as an evange-
listic tooL 
SENIOR "I'm involved in 
PBR Outreach, a pro-
gram kind of like the . "ft was mentally 
cha1J,~ilg]ng," Salisbury 
saict-«<rhere were times when I 
was troke, and it was either win 
or go hungry." 
Salisbury said his parents were 
never excited about his bull-rid-
ing job, so they weren't too upset 
when he gave it up after breaking 
his leg twice. 
"I got a lot of injuries," Salis-
bury said. "That's why I don't ride 
them anymore." 
Salisbury said he suffered a 
laundry list of injuries during his 
career that included broken ribs, 
fingers, toes, legs, a few concus-
sions and a broken nose. 
Now that his riding days are 
finished , Salisbury works as a 
judge for the PBR, a n11tional or-
· Fellowship for Christian 
Athletes," Kelcy Salisbury said. 
He said the outreach program 
started when his friend, Cody 
Custer, would lead church ser-
vices on either Saturday or Sun-
day of bull-riding events. 
The services got so popular 
that fans started to attend, and 
the outreach program hired a 
minister, Todd Pierce. 
Salisbury said there is a ser-
vice on site with every major PBR 
event, accompanied by an evening 
Bible study. 
"I'm not a big public speaker 
or anything, but I help wherever 
I c.an," Salisbury said. "It's some-
thing I've enjoyed more than any-
thing else." • 
The students' pharmacy is the ... 
Boyce Arnett, P.O. 
Class of'66 
Casey McLeod,Pharm.D 
Class of'97 
DeiUV 1§4.!1 • 
10%.DiscountVJJ~ser:.ces 
Including Faculty and Staff llg 
COMPLETE TIRE & AUTO SERVICE 
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC VEHICLES 
•New and Used Tires •Front End Alignments 
•Front End Repairs •Shocks & Struts 
•CV Joints •Minor Tune-Ups 
• Brakes • Starters 
•Oil & Lube •Air Conditioning 
• Batteries • Custom Wheels 
1523 E. Race St. 
Across from USA Drug 
Searcy 
. 268-6063 
. Hours 
GO BJSONS! Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. • 5:30 p.m . 
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Harrllng's menu for entertainment opporlun/tles In the area 
MUSIC 
Local Edge live contest 
L:x:al Dand Till We Have Faces 
will square off against Dead Vail 
and Cradlescythe in Juanita's 
weekly Local Edge Live contest 
at 9 p.m. Tuesday, April19. 
Admissions to the all-ages 
show is $5. 
Wes Jeans 
Fans of the blues l'OCk of the 
late Stevie ~yVaughn, or more 
recent acts like I}enny Wayne 
Shepherd, should check out 
Texas blues rocker Wes Jeans 
as he brings his band to Juan-
ita's in Little Roqk at 10 ·p.m. 
tonight. 
Admission is $10, and the band 
Anxiety will open the show. 
SPORTS 
Memphis Grizzlies 
The Grizzlies take on the 
San Antonio Spurs at 7 p.m. 
Monday, April 18, at the Fe-
dEx Forum. 
To purchase tickets, call the 
box office at 901-888-HOOP or 
go to www.ticketmaster.com. 
Beck brings fresh yet old sounds 
With "Guero," Beck returns 
to his mid-'90s sound that made 
him a critic's darling. His unique 
sound and aesthetic once led some 
critics to label him as the "Bob 
Dylan of the '90s" (to which Beck 
responded with dry humor that 
he had always thought of himself 
as "the Bon Jovi of the '60s"). The 
musical collage of his 1996 album 
"Odelay" is back, thanks to a little 
help from some friends. 
The Dust Brothers, the produc-
tion team who helmed "Ode-
lay," are back far 
"Guero ." The 
samples, elec-
tronic sounds, and 
genre-collisions of 
"Guero," are made 
possible by their stu-
dio skills. 
The album kicks 
off with the song "E- Pro," which 
reminds the listener of "Devil's 
Haircut" off of "Odelay" with its 
blasts of distortion and trash can-
like drum sounds. 
"Que Onda Guero," features the 
distinct rapping that Beck employed 
on his earlier records. The song 
has a Latin American tinge to it, 
with Beck lapsing into Spanish in 
Tigers for Christ, the 
Highland Street Church 
of Christ collegiate 
ministry at the 
University of Memphis, 
is now accepting 
applications for two-
year apprenticeships. 
Preference will be given 
to students of Harding 
University Graduate 
School of Religion, 
however other 
graduate students are 
also eligible. 
If interested, please 
request an application. 
·•. 
Phone: 
901-452-1717 
Mail: 
Christian Student Center 
425 Patterson 
Memphis, TN 38111 
Email: 
tsltaffrd@memphis.edu 
Application deadline: 
May 25,2005 
Music 
Snob 
some of his rhymes. The sound of 
the track brings to mind early '90s 
Cypress Hill, but the vocals and 
word-v?mit lyrics of Beck 
areumque. 
As much as he loves 
contemporary sounds, 
Beck can't help but pay 
homage to the sounds 
of the past. On prior 
albums, ''Mutations," 
and "Sea Change," he 
released gi;ade-A fol}{sy and 
melancholy acoustic tunes, while 
on ''Midnite Vultures" he delved 
into '70s soul/funk and party music. 
Here, Beck still clings to his love of 
old genres, but doesn't do straight-
forward one-genre songs. 
''Missing" opens with an acoustic 
guitar, reminiscent of the Brazil-
ian sounds of the song "Tropicalia" 
from ''Mutations." But what distin-
guishes ''Missing" is its tweaked 
sound, which introduces a hint of 
techno and a string section. 
Beck's love ofthe blues is evident 
on "Farewell Ride," which features 
slide guitars and a harmonica ac-
companying Beck's vocals over a 
primitive beat. The handclaps and 
studio-enhanced echoes make clear 
that this song is no tribute to roots 
music, however. 
A perfect illustration of Beck's 
mish mash of genres is ''Earthquake 
Weather." The song starts with a 
sitar-ish guitar drone, which then 
launches into a beat crunk enough 
for any Dirty South rapper. But 
the song's acoustic guitar is pure 
blues, and the chorus's electronic 
synths recall '80s pop. 
As equally great as Beck's past 
few albums have been, a return 
to his earlier sound is a refresh-
ing blast of nostalgia in this age 
of materialistic hip hop, moping 
·guitar strummers and sugar-pol-
ished country mllsic. • 
Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery, 
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing, t- oil & lube, front en~ repair ... 
?ll.UZi.'/Ji!/·'1 .UNIROYAL .. BFGood,.ich 
... and parental billing 
is available! 
309 Wisconsin St. 
368-TIRE (8473) 
ProTire~ • Service Center, Inc. 
Take a vova!!e to 
J (..J 
find 'Neverland' 
True story sets film apart from others 
Carl Jacobsen 
student reporter 
Please, no. Not another Peter 
Pan movie. 
This was my reaction a few 
months ago when "Finding Nev-
erland" was released into the-
aters. For this reason, I chose 
not to see it in theaters. 
·- There have been a number 
of screen versions of the Peter 
Pan tale and each have had their 
little twists and plot changes, 
trying'to give the audience some-
thingn~w. 
As an avid movie fan, I have 
probably seen most of these adap-
tations. But a guy can only take 
so much of one subject. 
Close to the time the movie 
was to be released on 
more), who takes the death of 
the father the hardest. 
Depp earned an Oscar nod and 
Kate Winslet, who plays Sylvia 
Davies, was wonderful as usual. 
But I was taken aback by the act-
ing of Freddie Highmore. 
A brilliant child actor, Depp 
requested him to play Charlie in 
the upcoming remake of "Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory." 
The movie skillfully shows 
how Barrie incorporated things 
from his everyday adventures 
with the Davies family into 
his book. 
I originally thought that be-
cause of the subject matter and 
because of its Academy Award 
nominations, the film would be 
very lengthy. On the contrary, the 
film barely exceeds 90 
DVD, however, I decided 
to give the movie a try. 
lill movies deserve at 
least one shot, 
What l ended up 
- w:atching-w~ without 
a dou1:it -the best Peter 
Pan movie I have seen 
with the most unique 
approach to date. 
''Finding Neverland'' 
is the story of James 
Matthew Barrie(Johnny 
What I ended up 
watching was 
without a 
doubt the best 
Peter Pan movie I 
have seen 
with the most 
unique approach to 
date. 
minutes, and it goes 
by relatively quickly 
because one is eas-
ily engrossed by the 
fil~n. 
r also feared that-
the movie would be 
overly dramatic. But 
the film is tasteful-
ly acted and well di-
rected. 
My only complaint 
is the decision to cast 
Dustin Hoffman as 
Charles Frohman, 
Depp), a somewhat ac-
complished playwright, . 
and his relationship with the Da-
vies family, who inspire Barrie 
to write "Peter Pan." 
Barrie bases "Peter Pan" on 
the Davies children, who have 
recently lost their father and are 
growing up too fast. Barrie cre-
ates the characters and sends 
them to Neverland where chil-
dren never grow old. 
The viewer learns that Nev-
erland was an idea Barrie had 
already created for himself, as 
he lost his brother as a child and 
grew up too fast. 
The play Barrie creates is 
based in large part on Peter 
Davies (played by Freddie High-
who produced Barrie's plays. 
It was such a small role and 
Hoffman is such a big-name ac-
tor that I thought it took away 
from the movie. 
For those looking for a solid 
movie, or for any Peter Pan fans 
that haven't yet seen this mov-
ie, I highly recommend "Finding 
Neverland." • 
**** 4}/'tD 
Student Discount 
One-Topping Pizzas 
Medium $5 Large $6.15 
268-9000 
Carryout or Delivery 
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight 
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m. 
10% OFF COUPON 
Thermograved Wedding Invitations 
For Harding Staff, Faculty 'or Students 
WITH THIS COUPON 
"Come See Our Great Selection Of lnvltlltlolls, 
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LEITERS TO THE EDITOR 
LETIERPOLICY Harding should not promote credit cards 
Recently I was disappointed to learn that if one wishes. 
The Bison welcomes he can apply for and receive a MasterCard bearing Harding's 
your views on issues 
of interest to the 
Harding community. 
Letters to the editor 
from students, faculty, 
administrators and the 
Searcy community are 
name .. It works like a normal credit card except for the fact 
that Harding receives a small percentage from every purchase 
made. 
While this is not the place for lroOnomic-criticism., f will 
]>oint out that t he Bible specifically speaks against lending 
..money at interest (Ex. 22, Lev. 25, Deut. 23 Psalm 15) as did 
early Christians (Council of Elivira, Council of Acl.es, lst Coun-
ep. of Nice!l,. 2n~ ~te:ran. Council). 
I uiid~stand t4at our society ~ on the principle of inter-
Letters mu'iii.~~~i9.n~~.· :; est, and that it is iml?Osstble'tQ &reak with. that praCtice at ·t:ms 
• · 1 contain a p~one num- '' time. However, as Chri,stians who live in the world, but not of 
er;~cou~~ed. 
ber for verification and the world, moderation should be the rule. 
be no more than 300 It bothers me that Harding wotild'Jtublicly give her support 
words in length. The to something used irresponsibly by many~~opl~.It also dis-
Bison reserves the right turbs me that Harding sb.ould gain from "''thers' irresponsible 
to edit letters for style, decisions. Credit card debt is an ever-increasing problem in 
clarity and brevity. our society and we, as Christians, sheul take aim at correct-
Letters to the editor 
may be submitted 
to HU Box 11192 or 
thebison@harding.edu. 
ing problems within our society rather tHan contributing to 
them. 
As a similar example, I raise the problem of alcohol, The 
consumption of alcohol is not forbidden in scripture, and in 
some cases it is even encouraged (John 2, I Tim. ·s). However, 
the irresponsible use of alcohol is forbidden. 
Irresponsible debt can be as damaging as drunkenness to 
the physical, emotional and spiritual states of both families 
and individuals. 
In my mind, Harding's association. with MasterCard seems 
dangerously similar to entering a partnership with a vineyard 
and perhaps producing a Harding wine. I support Harding's 
policy on alcohol as it attempts to prevent irresponsible deci-
sions at the source. I am not advocating a ban on credit cards, 
but that Harding practice propriety in all areas. 
Steven Baird, senior 
Missions can be overemphasized 
There is a problem at Harding, but unless you promise to 
hear me out before I state it, my chances of being heard are 
pretty slim. Promise? OK; brace yourself ... the problem is 
Harding's emphasis on the call to missions. Hold your stones 
until you hear me out. I support missions, and I've got more 
mission-trip experience than most Harding students. But 
there is a problem when students who are not called to mission 
work feel inadequate because they won't be spending 10 years 
converting the cannibalistic natives of some uncharted island 
in the South Pacific. 
The main source of this problem is the attention we pay to 
missionaries and former missionaries. [Campaigns] get even 
more attention, with slideshows, chapel speake:rs, and the fo• 
cus (in my opinion) of Missions Emphasis Week dedicated to 
them. 
These things are all great; it is right for us to support mis-
sionaries wholeheartedly, with our prayers and with our pock-
etbooks. However, with the saturation of mission emphasis, 
everyday Joe and Jane Harding, who go home for spring break 
and spend their summers flipping burgers instead of convert-
ing people, are made to feel self-conscious, like their lack of 
mission experience makes them inadequate Christians. 
Well it doesn't. I urge everybody to try going on a mission 
trip' someday if they can, but for those people who will nev-
er go on a mission trip or a campaign, there's nothing wrong 
with you. The measure of a Christian is Christ, not how many 
people he converts in a West African jungle. "Just as each of us 
has one body with many members, and these members do not 
all have the same function, so in Christ we who are many form 
one body, and each member belongs to all the others" (Romans 
12:4-5). 
Greg Russell, junior 
.. 
www.harding.edu/thebison/ 
Guest 
Room 
Tribute to 
an angel 
A
s a graduating senior, I -could 
u.se this column to pass on 
my deep knowledge of life at 
Harding to aid any confused 
youths m their pursuit of aca-
demic excellence. 
Just writing that sentence almost 
made me laugh. 
If anything, I've realized that I 
k1,1ow nothing. 
I can't write a piece on my faith in 
humanity because I have little hope 
for humanity. 
There will always be war, death, 
violence, and I can't stop that. I have 
hope for people. I have a great deal 
of hope that individuals will make 
the right decision and be a decent hu-
man. 
Here I start my case study on be-
ing a decent individual. 
Angela is 
emotionally 
supportive for 
everyone. Shes 
sweet kind, 
vastly t,tnder-
ra:ted and has a 
wonderful sing-
ing voice. She 
genuinely likes 
being-with peo-
ple and they 
swarm to her. 
She patient-
It hurts me when a 
sweet, giving 
individual is 
overlooked just 
because that 
person is always 
there. 
ly waits .for. roma,nce .. 
. : Angela,isrhow~v.er, ~ustrat~d 
With guys who ask her if she can 
think of any other girl they could 
take to functions, without consider-
ing her. 
She builds up everyone and tries 
not to say anything worse than "I 
don't like that person" about anyone. 
Angela is Qne of the most beautiful 
and self,conscious people I know. Be-
cause she's such a caring individu!ll, 
people tend to abuse her trust and 
patience. 
As I have no trust or patience for 
anyone, watching people abuse one 
much better than me is irritating. 
Unlike me, she .continues to trust 
after she's been lied to and be confi-
dent after her secrets have been ex-
posed. 
Angela smiles ·at those who whine 
incessantly while the rest of us feel 
like our souls are being sucked out 
though our ears. (I, meanwhile, 
search for a heavy, blunt object.) 
She is gracious even when de- · 
pressed, and she has listened while 
numerous people vent to her just be-
cause she is Angela. But people still 
overlook her. 
It hurts me when a sweet, giving 
individual is overlooked just becaus.e 
that person is always there. 
The soul-sucking-spectacle-induc-
ers of the world (of which I, sadly, am 
one) cause people like Angela to be 
few and far between. 
It's difficult to be pleasant when 
"friends" shove you out of the way so 
they can be first in thought, word or 
deed. 
It's difficult to be patient when 
'people blame you for situations be-
yond your control. 
It's difficult to stay beautiful if no 
one acknowledges your beauty, and 
it'-s difficult to be positive when nega-
tivity is all you hear. 
For Angel-with-an-A and those 
like her: I appreciate you. 
People like you make my day bet-
ter. 
You are deceptively strong and are 
there when people break; you put ef-
fort into being cheerful and spreading 
your joy to others. 
You are the light in the darkness. 
Thank you for being there. 
BONNIE BOWLES is a guest columnist and may be 
contacted at bbbolden@harding.edu. 
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Harding pays respect 
Flag lowering a tribute to legacy of Pope John Paul II 
OUR VIEW 
PROBlEM 
Church-affiliated 
institutions 
refusing to pay 
tribute to the 
passing of Pope 
John Paul II 
SOlUTION 
Putting aside 
religious and 
doctrinal 
differences to 
honor a man 
who devoted 
his life to God 
and preserving 
human dignity. 
Harding University's flags were at half-
staff a week ago out ~f respect for the pass-
ing of Pope John Paul II. 
Though not a Catholic institution, 
Harding recognized the passing of a man 
whose impact on our world has been undeni-
able. 
World leaders from President Bill Clinton 
to Fidel Castro have lent their voices to hon-
oring John Paul. 
Castro even changed out of his fatigues 
into a business suit when the pope visited 
Cuba in 1998. 
John Paul's achievements are impressive 
and commendable regardless of one's politi-
cal or religious affiliation. 
His support of the solidarity movement in 
Poland helped lead to the downfall of come 
munism in that country. 
His advocacy of human rights has been a 
consistent encouragement to the opposition 
movements of those under oppressive gov-
ernments. 
His comments during his first stateside 
visit in 1999 spoke against materialism and 
selfishness. These comments hit hard in a 
country whose god was, and still is, becom-
ingmoney. 
''This world is not capable of making man 
happy," John PaUl once said. 
A point which those of us at the Bison 
can't help but agree with. · 
Sonie other church-affiliated institutions 
(even some church-of-Christ affiliated insti-
tutions), however, refused to fly their flags at 
half-staff. These institutions seemingly can't 
help but focus on the fact that the man was 
Catholic. 
The Bison believes Harding made the 
right decision by lowering its flags. 
There comes a time when religious dif-
ferences must be set aside and a great man 
must be recognized. 
Men like Martin Luther King Jr. and , 
Mahatma Gandhi are looked to as leaders of 
peace by people of all faiths. When we think 
of King, we don't focus on that fact that he 
was a Baptist; and when we refer to Gandhi, 
we don't call him "that Hindu guy." 
Even if one doesn't agree with the way 
John Paul chose to worship and serve God, it 
must be acknowledged that it is God whom 
he was striving to serve. 
Clinton, for instance, while flying to Italy 
for the funeral, said that the pope left a 
"mixed legacy" but that he was a "man of 
God" who "did what he thought was right." 
Referring to John Paul's adherence to con-
servative doctrines, Clinton revealed that he 
disagreed with some of John Paul's legacy, 
but that he couldn't deny his love of God. 
Thousands of miles away in Searcy, Ark., 
there isn't much we can do to show our re-
spect. 
Flying our country's flag at half-staff is 
the least we can do. 
Big Guy advice for ailing readers 
Humor columnist takes time to respond to readers' letters 
week, I'm going to be 
taking some time off to 
answer question'S froiD my · · 
aaers.T.efsP,f startea. · c , Big Guy, 
Dear Aaron, s· 
My fiance and I are having a 
fight right now, and it's a dumb _.._ __ ....,.. 
thing to fight about. KISS f h b k 
I want to get married in my ans ave een nown 
home church, with friends and to carry diseases such as 
fami~Y_ in attenda!"'ce, wearin~ a mouth-breathing and 
tradttwnal weddmg dress, wtth 
all the men in nice tuxedoes and excessive hairspray use. 
my bridesmaids in light pink 
dresses. 
I want the service to be per-
formed by my old preacher, and 
I want our reception to be held 
in the same little country restau-
rant where my older sister had 
her reception. 
He wants to get married at 
a KISS concert, wearing jeans 
and a faded KISS ARMY T-
shirt with his face painted like 
Gene Simmons. He then wants 
our reception to be held at some 
motorcycle bar called ''Devil's 
Heaven." What should I do? 
-Jessica 
I'm no relationship expert, 
but I am an expert on good mu-
sic. For starters, you're mak-
ing the mistake of agreeing to 
marry a KISS fan. This isn't 
just some cheesy band that 
should have retired before they 
were 40, this is KISS. KISS 
fans have been known to carry 
diseases such as mouth-breath-
ing and excessive hairspray use. 
You should call off the wed-
ding, break up with your fiance 
and consider a restraining or-
der. Beating him with a stick, 
about the head and nee~ region, 
savagely a,nd without merc;:y . 
wouldn't pe a bad ,idea; Elithe;r. 
Aaron, my man, 
A few month~ago I met an 
awesome girl. We ~e talking 
about really awesome stuff, and 
then she asked ine.i f [;wanted 
to go to Waffle HoU§i. So I'm 
thinking "Awesome"!" Well, we 
got to Waffle House and I real-
ized something not awesome. I 
didn't know what to order. 
When I'm here with my awe-
some buddies, I normally order 
waffles, since they're awesome, 
but this time I was worried that 
if I ordered the waffles, she'd 
think I was predictable and 
lame. Not awesome. 
So I was looking at the pork 
chops. I think pork chops are 
awesome, but I don't want to 
spend all my money. I figured, 
Aaron's a fat guy, he ought to 
know how to help, right? That'd 
be awesome, man! 
Hungry at the House 
Q: What songs ore your guilty pleasures? 
"I li:ave a whole list, but just 
a few would be N'Sync's 'Bye, 
Bye, Bye,' Tupac's 'Hit 'Em 
Up,' Garth Brooks' 'Friends 
in Low Places,' and Britney 
Spears' 'Toxic."' 
ANDREW ROBINSON, 
senior 
''Mine would be 'Everytime' 
by Britney Spears, and 
'Back Here' by BBMak." 
J.M. CORELLA, 
sophomore 
''This is going to be em-
barrassing: Hilary Duffs 
'Why Not?' and Clay 
Aiken's 'Invisible'." 
UNDSAY HOGGATT, 
sophomore 
I'm pretty sure any girl that's 
voluntarily agreed to come to 
W affl~ House with you doesn't 
have the mental facilities neces-
sary to think someone is either 
predictable or lame, so I don't 
think you've got to worry. Just 
be yourself and she'll think 
you're totally awes ... great. 
Aaron, 
If train A leaves Chicago, 
fll., at 5:30a.m. CST travel-
ing east at an average speed of 
55 MPH towards Philadelphia, 
Pa., and train B leaves Phila-
delphia at 12:15 p.m.ESTtime 
traveling at an average speed of 
110 KPH west towards Chicago, 
at what time, in what state will 
the two trains meet~ I'm trying 
to get Jimmy Hoffa's body out of 
the country, and I need to know 
when I can meet up with my 
partner. 
Am I allowed to answer that? 
AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist for 
for the Bison and may be contacted at 
AaronRus~ton@gmail .com. 
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" I would have to say Brit-
ney Spears' 'Oops, I did it 
Again."' 
Kim DeRamus, 
freshman 
Spring tries 
to kill Steven 
D 
enial does wonders for. 
medical ailments. 
For the last four 
years, [have been dis-
regarding my new-
found spring-related allergies, 
but there is no way to ignore 
what happened to me this past 
weekend. 
My allergie,s tried to kill me. 
Sneezing, sniffling, eyes wa-
tering for no apparent reason 
-you guys weren't kidding; al-
lergies stink. 
I still have no idea what 
could be causing my allergic 
reaction. 
Whatever is in the air down 
here must not have been in 
New Jersey, as I never once 
experienced allergies while liv-
ing there. 
Unfortunately, as the Gar-
den State bears little resem-
blance to the Natural State, 
just knowing my allergies are 
caused by something different 
between the two states doesn't 
really help me narrow things 
down too much (a list of pos-
sible allergens could include 
Waffle House, southern accents 
and mullets). 
While my experiences last 
weekend 
taught me 
that aller-
gies would 
never 
be a fun 
pastime, 
I think I 
would have 
minded 
them a lot 
less back 
at home. 
Sneezing, 
sniffling, eyes 
watering for no 
apparent reason -
you guys weren't 
kidding; allergies 
stink. 
Getting sick at school is 
definitely worse than getting 
sick at your house. Not only is 
there no one here to take care 
of you, there is no money to use 
to take care of yourself. 
Believe it or not, my current 
income does not exactly leave 
me living in the lap of luxury. 
As a cost-cutting tactic, I use 
toilet paper as tissue paper 
-Harding-issued, one-ply, can-
vas-grade toilet paper. (Little 
known fact: the Bison is actu-
ally printed on large sheets of 
the same paper product.) 
This past weekend, I practi-
cally sandpapered half the skin 
off my nose. 
Now I know I should just be 
grateful for what I have. 
And I understand there are 
sore children in Ispakistanbul 
using banana leaves ... but 
they're not paying to live there. 
At some place like a grocery 
store or the airport, you expect 
management to try to save 
money by cutting corners on 
things like toilet paper. 
Harding, however, is our 
home. , 
I don't think you'll find too 
many people are stocking their 
homes with near-banana-leaf-
grade toilet paper. 
Besides, how much can a 
campus-wide toilet paper up-
grade really cost? I'd happily 
pay an extra $5 in tuition mon-
ey each year if it meant all our 
bathrooms would be stocked 
with little rolls of three-ply 
heaven. 
And with my recently self-
diagnosed allergy to something 
in Arkansas, my nose and I 
would have an extra reason to 
be thankful for Harding Uni-
versity's generous toilet paper 
policies. 
SliVEH PROFAIZIR may be con1acted through 
e-mail at sfprofaizer@harding.edu. 
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Baseball battles injury-plagued season 
Bisons hope for strang .finish to tough year 
AMY IRELAND 
student reporter 
Despite a disappointing season record 
of 15 and 23, the Bison baseball team is 
looking ahead to the final seven regular 
season games with hopes of making it 
to the Gulf South Conference Tourna-
ment in May. 
The Bisons will play the University 
of Arkansas-Monticello at home this 
weekend. 
Saturday's doubleheader begins at 
noon and Sunday's game starts at 1: 
30p.m. 
'We have figured out that we pretty 
much have to win every game from here 
on out in order to go to the conference 
tournament " freshman 
berto Valdez and Bobby Badger. 
Goode said other injuries have oc-
curred, .but that most of them were 
minor in comparison to those of the 
pitchers. 
Freshman Jonathan Richardson said 
several freshmen and sophomores have 
had to step up to play because of the 
seniors who are not playing due to in-
juries. 
Fullerton said the freshmen come 
into games without the experience 
that the seniors have, but they learn 
a lot through playing. 
"We have had to put freshme.n in 
key roles all year, which has thrown , 
them in the fire early," Fullerton said. 
'But it has given them valuable game 
experience." 
Chase Chandler said. "We 
are not giving up on it un-
til we are mathematically 
out of it.' 
Coach Shane Fullerton 
who resigned. as baseball roach 
March 28 and accepted the 
assistant coach position for 
the women's basketball team, 
said several injuries have 
contributed to the Bisons' 
losing record. 
"We have had to 
put freshmen in key 
roles all year, which 
has thrown them 
in the fire early, but 
it has given them 
valuable game 
experience." 
The Bison baseball team 
does not consider this season 
over, however. 
With several injured players 
returning to the field, Fuller-
ton said the benefits of having 
them back will be big. 
"We have a lot of games 
ahead of us, and we are more 
healthy now than we have 
been in a while," Fullerton 
'There were some games 
we didn't. produce and some 
games we just didn't pro-
SHANE FULLERTON, said. "We have Kimbrough 
and Lovett coming back from 
injuries, and that should help 
our team tremendously.' 
COACH 
duce enough to pull off a win," Fullerton 
said. 'We have also had a lot of tough 
injury problems, but our guys have 
stayed strong." 
Fullerton said the team is optimis-
tic. 
Scott Goode, sports information di· 
rector said most of the team's injuries 
have been to pitchers including seniors 
Brandon Kimbrough, Larry Lovett. Gil-
'We are getting better defensively, 
and we are a very good hitting team," 
Fullerton said. "We have struggled a 
lot but we don't make any excuses. We 
are going to focus on the rest of the 
season." • 
Senior Justin Cone catches a fly ball during the April19 game against Lyon College while freshman Trevor Smith 
covers. The Bisons continue play this weekend as they take on the University of Arkansas-Monticello. 
Field at First Security Stadium will receive new look 
~ ' ~ I : . ,· :' ' ... : . - . . . ' . ' ' ' • ; : \ ~ ' I' ,• ' ; I I ' , ·, ' J ! :' . ' ! : ~ ' • .. : ' • ' • \ 
! ~ JULIE PVE 0 r r· 'f:If·you have a wet weekend, the 
· field is just completely torn up for student reporter 
the rest of the year." 
The days of natural grass at Sophomore quarterback Caleb 
First Security Stadium are num- Keese said he doesn't mind play-
bered as crews will begin prepar- ing in the mud, but he is looking 
ing the field for an artificial turf forward to the new field. 
installation later this month. The project is expected to be 
BecauseseVeral.HardlngAcademy completed by the end of July, of-
teams use the field along with the ficials said. 
Bison football squad, head football "It'll be good for recruiting new 
coach Riuldy Tribble said the field players," Keese said. 'We'll have 
is difficult to maintain, especially a college-quality field to go with 
after heavy rains. our stadium.'' 
"Everyone uses the field; 22 Sophomore wide receiver Da~ 
games were played on it last vid Easter said he is also looking 
year. Over the last few years, forward to the renovation. 
it's almost become impossible to ''Right now, the field is just not 
keep a decent field," Tribble said. very good quality," he said. ~When 
You could run with the bulls at Pamplona ... 
... or dive the Great Barrier Reef. 
. _.but for some real excitement, 
c-ome run in the 22nd annual. 
; • Overall male and female winners 
i~ the 5K and 1 OK get a free · 
fttness membership at Searcy 
·All sponsored runners raising $25 
more run free and get a shirt. The ra1s1ng 
gets a free 3 month. Searcy Athletic Club membership or-a 
video camera. Second and Third place also get several gifts. 
Lots of faculty members run ... come watch 'em sweat! 
Forms available in the Bible office 
it's rainy, it's muddy; and when to review various companies and 
it's dry, it's dustfu products to choose a turf 
Although Tri le "Everyone uses that best suited Hard-
had dreamed of tllrf the field; 22 games ing's needs. at First Security'Sta- They chose Arms 
dium in the past: ~,. were played on it Incorporated froJD 
said more people r(le- last year. Over the Longview, Texas, and 
ognized the inadequate last few years, ifs its relatively new prod-
field condition during almost become uct, Perfect Grass. 
the Oct. 23 Homecom-
impossible to keep 
'The oompany hasn't 
ing game. been in the turf busi-
In the months follow- a decent field." ness as long as some of 
ing the game, Tribble, 
RANDY TRIBBLE, 
the companies, but we 
Athletic Director Greg were really impressed 
Harnden and President COACH with the integrity and 
David Burks worked the way they stand 
with Danny DeRamus, behind their product," 
director of physical resources, and Tribble said. 
James Cone of Cone Construction Harnden said the turf comes 
Whether you're looking to buy a home or sell your 
current property, I can help! Go to my website, 
www.judyhoggard.com, and use my mortgage calculator, 
browse ALL the active listings in 
the area, get stats and facts about 
Searcy and much mote! Visit me 
online or caU. today! 
Chosen as: 
Arkansas' REI MAX Rookie of the Year 2004! 
mobile: (501) 593-1800 
office: (501) 268-1115 
web: www.judyhoggard.com 
e-mail: judy®judyhoggard.com 
~ 
RE'MIK~Mii 
Outstanding Agenb. 
Out~~tanding Result~,. 
REI MAX Advantage 
with an 8-year warranty. 
The Brock landscaping compa-
ny, along with Cone Construction, 
will complete the ground and dirt 
work of the field. 
Arms Incorporated will then 
install the turf. 
Burks has visited with private 
donors, including athletic alumni, 
to raise the needed funds. The uni-
. versity did not release the total 
cost of the project. 
'We are so appreciative of them 
[donors] caring for Harding and for 
our program," Tribble said. 
"The new field will add so 
much to our stadium and make 
it one of the best facilities in Di-
vision II." • 
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Soccer Stars 
CHELSEA~OBERSON!The Bison 
Freshmen Philip Ashley Jr. and Greer Stamatis struggle tQ gain control of the ball during an April13 intramural soccer game. 
Intramural and club games resumed play April13 after rain delays earlier jn the-week: · 
Club sports wrap-up 
Knights, Ju Go Ju lead All-Gub sports team race 
DENA POWER 
student reporter 
The club sports season is com-
ing to an end and the quest for 
the All-Sports trophy is heating 
up the competition, according to 
Jim Gowen, director of men's in-
tramurals. 
"Large club competition is as 
keen as ever with the determina-
tion of the winner [of All-Sports] 
coming down to the finals of the 
spring softball tournament," 
Gowen said. 
As of Wednesday, Knights had 
a 2-,point lead over Titans. Gowen 
said Knights will still have to put 
up a good fight to keep its 2-point 
lead, even after securing the win-
ning spot in the club track and 
field meet. April 5. 
The winner of the men's large 
club All·Sports team will be de-
termined after the completion 
of softball. 
Gamma Sigma Phi won first 
place in the track and field meet 
for the medium and small clubs 
and is now leading the men's small 
club competition for All-Sports 
team by 16 points. Gowen said 
the small club competition has 
been unusual this year because 
the point difference between first 
and second hasn't been as close 
as in year's past. 
The leaders for the All-Sports 
trophy are clearly defined for wom-
en's clubs as well. Ju Go Ju and 
Zeta Rho have accumulated nu-
merous wins in every sport this 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Let Us Customize Your Announcements 
With tt YOUR Name 
YOUR Degree 
"Come Su OIU Great Selection Of Announcements" 
HARDING PRESS 
s. . 279-4341 
year and lead the competition. 
Women's club softball wrapped 
up last week as Ju Go Ju took 
first for A-team play and Kappa 
Gamma Epsilon secured first place 
for the B-team level during the 
April 5 championship games. 
Ju Go Ju and Zeta Rho lead the 
race for the women's large elub 
All-Sports award, while Kappa 
Gainma Epsilon and Omega 
Lambda Chi are in front for the 
middle and small cl\1-bs. 
Jessica Moore, as ciate pro-
fessor of kinesiology and director 
of women's intram'Ul:lH ·said she 
thinks the girls have lfS.d fun on 
the elub fields this year. 
"Competition remains strong 
among many of our clubs," Moore 
said. "It'sbeen a good year." • 
positive use of 
negative space. 
advertise. the bison. 
501-279-4330. 
Spring Semester Rates: March 1- May 31 
Searcy Athletic Club 
501.268.8080- Membership Includes ProFitness! 
$65.00 +tax 
Indoor Track & Basketball Court- Aerobics Studio- Co-Ed Workout Area 
Women's Only Center - Whirlpools & Steam Rooms - Tanning Beds - Nursery 
Swimming Pool - Lockers & Showers ~ Cafe' - Personal Trainers 
Pro Fitness 
501.305.2639 (BODY) 
·Free Weights - New Cybex Weight Machines - New Cardio Equipment - Personal Ttainers 
$50.00 +tax 
WellSpring .Studio _::··yoga & Pilates 
501.268.9642 (YOGA)- Membership Includes ~oFitness! · 
$65.00 +tax 
- Students get all 3 clubs for $120.00 + tax-
www.harding.edu/thebison/ 
Bracket bummer 
E 
v~l'Y year I till out a March 
J:v.[adness bracket· I never put 
it in any pool or bet on it. r 
fill it out just so I can see if 
1 can outguess my dad and 
his bracket. From the 
Bleachers I did pretty well the first day 
of games; only one of my guesses 
was wrong. After that, let's just 
say I didn't do so well. former coach of the Jayhawks. 
The outcome of March Madness 
and the final game of the college 
basketball season was far from what 
I had hoped. As soon as Bucknell 
shattered Kansas' (and my) hopes 
of advancing) let alone winning 
the championship, I lost a lot of . 
interest. I had Kansas wiiming it 
Prior to this year, Williams had 
taken Kansas to four Final Four 
appearances. Two of those times, 
he lost in the semifinals; the other 
two he lost in the championship 
game. Williams had become no-
torious with coaching strong and 
highly competitive teams through-
all- I knew it wasn't 
overly realistic, but I 
could hope. · 
The outcome of 
Mi;irch Madness 
and .the final game 
of the college 
basketball season 
out his career, but that 
one big win had always 
eluded him. 
After the disappoint-
ing loss, I still kept up 
with what teams were 
winning, what upsets 
occurred and when 
there was nothing 
else on television, I 
watched the games, 
wondering what had 
happened to my be-
was far from what 
I had hoped. 
My parents both said 
this was the year that 
Williams was going to 
get his championship, 
and rm glad they were 
right. 
loved Jayhawks. 
Don't get me wrong, 
I'll never back out on 
the Jayhawks. But if 
somebody had to win 
the whole thing, I'm 
Once I got over the disappoint-
ment, I began to root for the Uni-
versity of North Carolina. · 
glad it was UNC under the care-
For those of you who don't know, 
UNe's coach, Roy Williams, is the 
ful watch of Williams. The good 
news is that my bracket still beat 
my dad's, so now I can move on to 
beating my brother. • 
BASEBALL>> lS-23-1 
Harding [010012010] s 
Christian Brothers [022031 OOX] 8 
Harding [0000001] I 
Christian Brothers [041502X] 12 
Harding [0000001] I 
Christian Brothers [200009X] II 
This week's winner of the sports challenge is junior Chase 
Froud. Now that the NCAA basketball season is over, Major 
League Baseball will take its place in the sports challenge 
and provide some variety in the sports that you have to chose 
from. Sanie thing as usual this week. Fill out the information 
below arid check off your picks for the games (including the 
exact score of the tie breaker), then rip this forni out of the pa-
per and drop it in the Sports Challenge box on the ledge next 
to the Post Office windows. Good luck! 
Name. __________ _ 
Box# _______ _ 
Phone# ______________ _ 
NBA Basketball 
Heat @ Celtics 
_ Bricks @ Pistons 
_ Kings ·@ Lakers 
_ Hornets @ SuperSonics _ 
Timberwolves @ Jazz 
.MLB Baseball 
_ Devil Rays @ Red Sox _ 
_ Cubs @ Pirates _ 
_ Y~nkees @ Orioles _ 
_ Cardinals @ Brewers _· 
Giants @ Rockies 
Tie Breaker: 
Harding Baseball (Saturday's game) 
Harding vs. U. of Arkansas-Monticello 
*Editors picks are in bold 
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